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Abstract 
 

Over the course of the past 10 years or so, large businesses and software organizations 
have moved to cloud architectures and cloud computing with the hopes of having a more 
scalable, reliable and faster architecture. Cloud architectures on services like Google Cloud, 
AWS and Azure are considered state-of-the-art and have a plethora of built-in services to help 
developer organizations deploy and manage their company’s applications and data. However, 
organizations should be more cautious in designing new scalable microservice architectures that 
sit on the cloud due to security concerns. Applications commonly sit in virtual machines or 
containers, which promise security through virtualization, but still lack protection against 
hardware-based vulnerabilities. The increase of microservice-based architecture increases the 
complexity and access points in a company’s architecture, and requires a server communication 
system which introduces vulnerabilities associated with network security and misconfiguration. 
This paper will examine these vulnerabilities and current flaws in cloud architectures, and 
propose strategies to mitigate the likelihood of an attack from happening.  
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Introduction 
 

I. Why is this important? 
In the Cisco global power index projections, they projected that by 2020 92% of 

all data center traffic will be in the cloud, whether that is a public or private cloud 
provider [12]. This industry is dominated by a small number of very large providers, 
namely Microsoft, Amazon, Google, IBM, Alibaba and Oracle. These cloud computing 
companies are used not only by large corporations looking to migrate their workloads to 
the cloud, but by hobbyists, startups and non-IT related companies as well. With these 
cloud providers gaining dominant control over our web traffic and data, we must evaluate 
the security of the cloud and rethink our trust model as both daily internet users and 
developer organizations deploying services to the cloud. 

 
II. What is involved in this? 

First, it is important to define some key terms involved in cloud computing. The 
cloud is on demand availability of compute resources like data storage and computing 
power, without the need for active management by the user. Cloud providers provide 
services associated with the cloud, and are in charge of managing the resources. Many 
development organizations now use the cloud to host microservices; a modern approach 
to the service-oriented architecture where applications do small, discrete functions and 
are deployable separately but all work together. These individual applications are 
deployed in separate virtual machine (VM) instances or containers; the former being an 
emulation of a computer that gets virtualized access to the hardware, and the latter being 
a logically separated piece of software that allows for applications to be abstracted from 
the environments that they are in. The main difference between these is that virtual 
machines sit on top of a hypervisor, which is a process that creates the virtual 
environments for the guest virtual machines. Containers do not rely on this, instead they 
rely on the logical operating system separation to keep the application inside of it 
separate from the rest of the computer. Not only are these good solutions for separating 
services and scaling systems, but they are also supposed to provide a level of security 
through virtualization.  

Since all of these containers and instances are separate, developers and cloud 
computing companies have developed solutions to connect them and deploy them. For 
container-based microservices, Kubernetes has become a very popular service for 
running and managing container-based microservices. It manages them in clusters, 
allowing for your workload to scale with the incoming demands. Other popular services 
include distributed storage and databases, like Hadoop, and publish/subscribe 
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applications, which allow for microservices to do event-based tasks and consume data 
from other microservices. 

 
To the Community 

I. Security is Important in the Cloud 
In the age of the Internet, security is vastly important. Nowhere is it more 

important than in the cloud itself, where the Internet lives, our personal data lives, and 
everyone has access to it. As mentioned previously, the cloud is also consuming the 
internet, accounting for the vast majority of our data and web traffic. On top of that, 
security is important because the cloud creates so many angles of attacks. Security in the 
cloud encompasses web security, network security, operating system security, application 
security and much, much more.  

 
II. The Migration to the Cloud Should Change the Way we Look at Security at 

a Large Scale 
Much of the current cloud security landscape is focused on security of 

components in the cloud. For example, container security is one popular research area in 
cloud security. Container security involves inter-container communication, dangerous 
container images, protecting container from malicious applications, and protecting the 
host from the container [3]. This may seem in-depth and wide-ranging at first glance, but 
since containers are one piece of a very large puzzle, evaluating security at the container 
level is not enough for actually evaluating the security and vulnerabilities of a container. 
Containers are very reliant on operating system security, which are reliant on hardware 
security. In addition, the applications in a container require their own security 
assessments, and the other applications the container talks with require security as well. 
Thus, this encompasses much more than just container security as mentioned above. 

As we move into the interconnected cloud, we need to look at security with a 
similar lense as well. Every aspect of the cloud stack can be impacted by one layer. 
Therefore, we need to start evaluating cloud security from different perspectives and 
more holistic viewpoints. 
 

Current State of Security in the Cloud 
I. Common Vulnerabilities 

One major category for vulnerabilities are user-configuration vulnerabilities. This 
can be anything ranging from using dangerous or out-of-date packages in a web 
application, using broken crypto algorithms, or not configuring privileges correctly on a 
database. These vulnerabilities are common everywhere, not just the cloud, but are very 
prevalent in the cloud because there is a ton of configuration involved. Container images 
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made with Docker can be run with very insecure options, and data can be sent between 
microservices unencrypted if not configured properly. Google found that many attacks in 
2017 and 2018 were the result of misconfigured Kubernetes dashboards that were not 
password protected [10]. 

A common subset of this is old versions of packages or software. If a cloud 
service provider is running out-of-date software, this can allow for container or VM 
escapes. Out-of-date packages inside a container or VM creates a surface attack for 
hackers if there is an exposed API or interface for the application. 

Another major category for vulnerabilities are publicly exposed interfaces. This 
can include open ssh ports, open database ports, etcd, and open in-cloud services like 
stream-based or publish-subscribe messaging services. 
 

II. Common Attacks and Examples 
According to a security researcher and project manager at Google, Maya 

Kaczorowski, “Nobody cares about your workload. Nobody's actually trying to get to 
your user data. They just want to access your compute. It's not about the user data that's 
actually on that workload yet. If somebody is going for that, then they're actually a rather 
sophisticated attacker and it's a targeted attack that's going after that particular workload” 
[10]. The most common attacks are not going after data. There is so much data these 
days, and so much of it is useless for the average hacker. The cloud has created so many 
cheap and easy ways to use computing resources, thus also making it so that the easiest 
way to make money is through taking control of someone else’s compute resources. This 
is done through cryptojacking; using compute resources to mine cryptocurrencies. This 
can be done with malicious packages, malicious Docker images on Docker hub, or by 
gaining access through open ports. 

One major example of this type of attack was through malicious Docker images. 
Seventeen malicious images were used to mine 90,000 dollars worth of cryptocurrency in 
just 30 days [6]. Another similar example involves malicious Docker images that acted as 
a worm. Each malicious image communicated with other ones on compromised hosts, to 
coordinate mining. The simulation done by researchers showed the worm spread to 70% 
of all 2000 hosts in an hour [5]. 

Less common attacks go after the data of organizations. One common surface is 
etcd, which is a key-value storage for a container cluster. Other surfaces include 
MongoDB, and publicly accessible SQL databases. 
 

III. Underlying Problems 
Many of these attacks and future attacks are the result of four major underlying 

problems in the cloud architecture space. First, workloads and instances rely on one layer 
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of security. This layer is the isolation/virtualization that the virtual machine or container 
provides. Other well secured systems rely on at least two. Second, cloud services run on a 
shared marketplace of software. This includes dependency software managers like npm 
and DockerHub. The security of this relies on the security provided by the marketplaces, 
which is next to none. Third, cloud providers leave much of the security up to the user, 
which can result in poor configuration decisions. Lastly, hardware on the cloud is shared. 
Your workload may be on the same machine as a malicious hacker’s workload. 
 

IV. Future Attacks 
All future attacks will exploit these underlying problems and common 

vulnerabilities. Malicious software package based attacks will continue to be prevalent, 
as well as open attacks over open ports. New types of attacks may target container or VM 
escapes, and the underlying host machine, instead of just targeting compute resources. 
One example of this type of attack was done by researchers at Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute. This attack used a side-channel escape attack to access RSA keys for another 
virtual machine hosted on the same underlying host. The side-channel used the shared 
last level cache, and the Prime and Probe technique [2]. These types of attacks will rely 
on more vulnerabilities at the operating system and hardware level. Another type of 
future attack that may target a co-locating instance’s data are speculative execution based 
attacks. These attacks, like Meltdown and Spectre, are operating system independent and 
can work from a container or virtual machine. Patches for these have been made on 
operating systems, but this does not solve the underlying problem of speculative 
execution. As a result, speculative execution attacks that result in data exposure of other 
instances on the host will happen in the future. 

 
Defenses and Mitigations 

I. Defenses Provided by Cloud Service Providers 
Public cloud service providers, like Google and Amazon, provide many built in 

defenses as well as offering a plethora of add-ons that can be configured by users. Google 
cloud, for example, provides built in encryption, in-transit encryption, secure boot of 
instances, and default configurations and operating system versions that are secure. They 
also let you know when patches or updates are available, but do not automatically update 
those for you. 

The user can also configure many additional security features. One that is very 
popular among organizations is a secure service mesh layer. A service mesh layer is an 
infrastructure layer for communication across services. It acts as a sidecar that can handle 
all the security policies of the organization, which enforces security and authorization 
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between each and every service and doesn’t require a central authority. These are 
available on all major cloud providers. 
 

II. New Defenses 
New defenses and mitigations are released every month by researchers and cloud 

providers. One new area for research is security research in active cloud environments. 
As most cloud workloads and traffic is centered in the few cloud service providers, it is 
challenging for researchers that are independent of these companies to do meaningful 
experiments. New public clouds and organizations are being started with the hope to 
change this. For example, the MassOpenCloud is a new public cloud which is an open 
testbed for researchers at all layers of the stack looking to do research on real workloads 
[1]. 
 

Supporting Material 
To show what a future attack may look like, I developed an example attack that 

leverages an existing container escape to run a cryptojacking script directly on the host. 
This would allow an attacker to run malicious images on cloud service providers without 
being charged for compute resources, since the cryptojacking process is run on the host 
and not in the container. The source and more information can be found here: 
https://github.com/epsteina16/Docker-Escape-Miner. 

 
Takeaways and Conclusion 

The migration to the cloud requires even more work and research in Security and 
it requires new perspectives on cloud research. Researchers and security professionals 
should be aware of all layers of the stack, ranging from the hardware to the application 
level. In addition, cloud service providers and other cloud related services should take 
more responsibility for security. Cloud service providers only provide default 
configurations; they do not prevent a user from making poor security decisions. Cloud 
service providers argue that they want to give developers all the tools and configurations 
needed to configure their application as desired. However, this ignores the underlying 
problems of the single layer of security and the co-location of containers and virtual 
machine instances. By allowing organizations to run vulnerable workloads, they 
unknowingly make other workloads vulnerable as well. Thus, cloud service providers 
need to take more responsibility for the security of the services run on their cloud. 
Focusing on the underlying problems and the security problems of those will help 
researchers mitigate potential attacks in this new shared environment where security is 
more important than ever. 
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